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declare love for hawker culture

Over 110 hawker centres have indicated
their support. TNP FILE PHOTO

love for hawker culture, submitting letters that detail their
yearning for hawker food.
Through this nomination, the
organisations hope to encourage greater recognition for
hawker culture and its sustainability and to celebrate the multicultural aspects of Singapore’s
identity.

PROUD

A joint statement from NHB,
NEA and FMAS said: “A successful nomination will demonstrate to the world how proud
we are of hawker culture in Singapore, encourage greater
appreciation for our hawkers,
and show our commitment as a
nation to safeguard hawker culture for generations to come.”
Given that the results of the
bid will be announced only at the
end of next year, they encouraged the public to continue

showing their support.
Singaporeans can pledge
their support at oursgheritage.sg, share their experiences
on social media with the hashtag
#OurHawkerCulture
or
develop projects that promote
our hawker culture.
The organisations affirmed
they would remain committed
to maintaining and promoting
Singapore’s hawker culture.
This nomination comes after
the inscription of the Singapore
Botanic Gardens as a Unesco
World Heritage Site in 2015.
Should Singapore also be successful in securing the bid this
time round, the local hawker culture will be listed among 429
other elements, including
Indonesian batik, Malaysia’s
dondang sayang and Cambodia’s Royal Ballet. While being
inscribed on the list implies that
the element is recognised as part
of the diverse cultures of the
world, it does not mean the element belongs to or originated
from the country.
When asked about Singapore’s chances of securing the
bid, Mr Anthony Low, co-chair
of Hawkers’ Sub-committee of
FMAS told The New Paper: “I
have great confidence that this
nomination will be successful.
The chances are great.”
rxgoh@sph.com.sg

Heng: S’poreans need open
mindset, multicultural outlook
ADRIAN LIM,
POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

Singaporeans need to be open
and understanding of foreigners – whether immigrants or
workers and students from
other countries – so that they
have the confidence to interact
with people of all races, languages and cultures from
around the world, said Finance
Minister Heng Swee Keat.
It will be very negative for
Singaporeans to draw an exclusive circle for themselves as Singapore would then have no
place in the world, Mr Heng
told about 700 students attending a ministerial dialogue at
Nanyang Technological University (NTU) yesterday.
“We don’t want a world
where people build walls
around themselves,” he said to
laughter.
“Our pledge – regardless of
race, language or religion – is
not to be taken lightly… but
really as a way of life for Singapore.
“Beyond that, we ought to
deepen our understanding of
other people... whether they
are new immigrants, our immediate neighbours, students
from NTU, National University of Singapore or other universities,” he said.
The need for Singaporeans
to have an open mindset and a
multicultural outlook was one
of his key messages at the twohour forum, during which he
was questioned on a raft of
issues, including population
growth, technological disruption and meritocracy.

On the projected population
of 6.9 million by 2030, set out
in the Government’s 2013 Population White Paper, Mr Heng
said the number goes beyond
how densely populated Singapore would be. The social space
is as important.
Singapore’s population density is not excessive, he said,
noting that other cities are a lot
more crowded in terms of liveable space.
Giving an account of a constituent who was not comfortable with having foreigners
working in his company, Mr
Heng said there lies a “difficult
trade-off” of integration Singaporeans have to make.
“On the one level, many Singaporeans understand, rationally, we should have more people join us because our workforce is declining,” he said.
“But at the same time, emotionally, we don’t feel comfortable that there are people who
appear a little different from us
and I would like to keep this to
my circle. This almost tribal
feeling is a very deep one.”
On the economic front, Singapore needs to be open as
well. Noting that Singapore
should not be too narrow in its
development of deeper skills
and innovation, he said: “Asia
and the world is our hinterland,
and how we can add value and
create value – not just for Singapore – but for the entire hinterland, will define our market.”
adrianl@sph.com.sg
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threaten navigational safety in
the area.
Polaris was one of several
Malaysian vessels that
encroached into Singapore’s
waters amid the bilateral dis-

